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Would you like to get a better understanding of what Kabbalah is? Do you want to improve your life

in ways that you have been dreaming of? Do you want peace, happiness, and perhaps miracles to

come into your life?
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Great introduction for everyone to Kabbalah principles. I have found that while they all speak of the

same thing; they all have something new to offer the reader. The first part of this book speaks about

the origin and history of Kabbalah which may peak the interest of any history buff or anyone

interested in understanding what Kabbalah says about the creation of mankind. Although this book

is a very quick read, it does present the essential ingredients of this path and provide you with a

blue print for moving forward. It is a terrific introduction!

This book I took out of curiosity. I've heard of Kabbalah but I did not know anything about it. This

book is very informative, and I learned here the basic things about Kabbalah. The science of

Kabbalah does not examine our world and the people in it in a way as to make the traditional

teachings. It explores everything that exists beyond that barrier. There is nothing other than forces

descending from above by precise laws. For me, this combination of religion and science, and I

think everyone should have a basic knowledge of Kabbalah.

This is a very short and basic overview of Kabbalah by Michele Gilbert. The book is easy to read,



and at a top level can easily be read in one sitting. The information in it is enough that if you have

interest in the topic, you have a base from which to start. Covering history, literature, kabbalists and

process and theory, the book is a solid introduction to Laitman's school.

This is a very short and basic overview of Kabbalah by Michehe Gilbert. The book is easy to read,

and at a top level can easily be read in one sitting. The information in it is enough that if you have

interest in the topic, you have a base from which to start. Covering history, literature, kabbalists and

process and theory, the book is a solid introduction to Michehe Gilbert school.

Kabbalah religion, interesting to read about this religion that has its similarity with Jewish religion. I

could deduce that its like Muslim, Jewish, and Christianity believes all have a common ground and

almost common background and along the way they differed. Abraham is common to all of them.

This is good work and glad to have such a information about Kabbalah though i am not a follower.

I was able to discover: "Kabbalah For Beginners" with it's brief Overview like most of the questions

we have What Is The Kabbalah? A simple to understand, everyday explanation of this timeless

secret of Jews and its origin will unfold here were I never read before in other books I purchased.

Well plotted and written book to understand by All its readers.

I know a bit about Jewish people but has lesser knowledge on their faith. I am a christian that

accepts Jesus as my personal Saviour and right now, I want to understand more of the Jews as I

have a friend that is Jewish. Whatever Kabbalist may be, I still respect it as nothing is more

interesting than exploring religious beliefs and histories.

This book is a well written, interesting, and challenging book for those interested in Kabbalah. This

is easy to read, and at a top level can easily be read in one sitting. The information in it is enough

that if you have interest in the topic. While the subject of Kabbalah is somewhat daunting, this book

took the concepts and made them accessible while still explaining them in full. I would highly

recommend this book as a place to begin for anyone who is in the least bit interested in this ancient

wisdom.
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